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Name

What does the arrangement of black and white squares and the answers
in the centre of the lower half of the grid depict? 

What connects the title to the puzzle? (4)
????

List Your Top 3 Clues - SOLUTION WORDS ONLY 

Rank: Overall quality of the Puzzle from 10 (Highest) to 1 (Lowest) 
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Across
7 Shakespeare's heroine left Iowa (6)
9 One standing next to another making a team (6)
10 Unflappable Rex leaves exorcist in a tizzy (5)
11 So, Mica is arranged into a collage (6)
12 Chant, "Tree is chopped around Channel Islands" (6)
13 Relative prepares tuna with a bit of yam (5)
14 For instance, Vikram and Earl wandered around North Dakota (6)
15 Chinese army and police are calm (6)
16 Sailor gets half bottle for chief monk (5)
18 Itinerant girl leaves Roger for Victor (5)
20 Hide damaged hats after 1st of September (5)
23 State, "One gets hot in drinking hole" (5)
25 In East End, Harry catches a ball with love in gully (6)
26 Con Ali produces lubrication equipment (6)
27 Rest in peace after model excursion (4)
28 It is used for ignition; it's standard in South Korea (5)
29 Carlos' lover's capital! (4)
30 Country in Romania? (4)
31 Stand 9 in East Street (5)
32 Press torn rug with energy (4)

Down
1 State: "Officer gets round and expensive watch" (8)
2 Endlessly try to get into seat and sit with one leg on either side (8)
3 Mummy's vehicle is parked in front of a liner, perhaps (7)
4 Break German burial vault (7)
5 Trader's French sea mantra (8)
6 Guards southern gates (8)
8 Idiot has no right to gaze vacantly (4)
17 Aha! Bulb is changed by Indian in ISRO's vehicle (8)
18 Chemical process where toner is mixed with acid endlessly (8)
19 Five arranged article in this direction? (8)
21 Canes broken on attempt at descent (8)
22 To some extent, Chang overdoes crapulence (8)
23 Travelling Serbo-Croat leaves damaged car for supporter (7)
24 Stone extra-terrestrials using these? (7)


